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18 dead, 254 injured as SA
train ploughs into truck
Russia says US 'looking for
reasons' to pressure Iran
MOSCOW, DEC 5 /--/
Russia's Deputy Foreign
Minister Sergei Ryabkov
today said Washington is
"looking for reasons" to
pressure Iran on its
nuclear
programme.
Ryabkov was responding
to US Vice President Mike
Pence who this week said
Washington will "not
remain silent on Iran"
and
called
for
a
replacement to the 2015
Iran nuclear agreement.
"If (the US) is looking for
reasons to increase
pressure on Iran that
have nothing to do with
the (nuclear) deal, and
that's how it looks like
from what we see, then
this is an unworthy
method that should not
be used by a great power,"
Ryabkov said.
The 2015 Iran deal
gave Iran sanctions relief
in exchange for curbs on
its nuclear programme.
"We see no reason
whatsoever to change the
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Iran deal," he added.
Earlier
this
week
Rya bkov
wa rned
Washington
a gainst
interfering in Iran's
"internal affairs" after US
President Donald Trump
pledged to help Iranians
"take
back"
their
g overnment following
protests. US President
Donald Trump tried to
ramp up pressure on
what he called a "brutal
and corrupt regime" in
Iran
amid
antig over nment protests in
the country this week.
Much
of
Trump's
response has focused on
playing up perceived
errors in foreign policy by
the
Obama
administration,
including the 2015 Iran
deal.The United States
imposed sanctions on five
Iranian companies it
alleges are working on
part of the Islamic
republic's illegal ballistic
missile programme.
Treasury Secretary
Steven Mnuchin linked
the measure to recent
anti-government
protests, arguing that
Iran ought to spend more
on public welfare than on
banned
weapons.
P rotests over economic
problems broke out in
Iran's second largest city
Mashhad on December 28
and
quickly
spread
across
the
country,
turning against the
regime as a whole. Tens
of thousands of Iranians
took to the streets in
several
cities
on
Wednesday for proregime rallies. (AFP)

JOHANNESBURG, DEC 5 /--/ A
passenger train smashed into a truck
at a level crossing in South Africa on
Thursday, killing at least 14 people,
injuring 180 and throwing several
carriages off the rails. Flames ripped
through the twisted wreckage and
choking black smoke rose into the air
as desperate passengers clambered
out of the train to escape the inferno.
Rescuers rushed to the scene to
search for survivors and treat the
injured. Officials warned the toll
could rise as operations continued to
clear the crash site. "Police are
investigating. The tr uck driver was
taking chances... that cost lots of lives,"
Transport Minister Joe Maswanganyi
told reporters at the scene. "The truck
driver has been taken to hospital
where we are going to do a blood test to
verify if he was sober or not, or what
was the problem." The Shosholoza

Me yl rail company, whic h operates
long- distance trains in South Africa,
said the train tr avelling from Port
Elizabeth to Johannesburg collided
with the truck at about 09:00 am (0700
GMT). It said in a statement that the
truck had made an "untimely" crossing
of the tracks when it was hit by a train
at high speed, between the towns of
Hennenman and Kroonstad, 200
kilometres (125 miles) southwest of
Johannesburg. One of the derailed
carriages was the power generator -the car, sitting behind the locomotive,
that provides power to the rest of the
train. The car caught fire and the
flames spread rapidly.
Shosholoza Meyl said there were
429 passengers on board, though
Maswanganyi put the number at 730.
"The death toll has increased to 14,"
provincial
government
health
spokesman Mondli Mvambi told AFP,

adding that at least 180 people had
been injured -- two of them critically.
"It is feared that they could find
more bodies as the search, recovery
and rescue work is ongoing." The
number of injury reports also varied
widely in the immediate aftermath of
the crash. "We still have to lift the
carriages to see to whether there are
any other people that are still trapped
there or not. We still don't know what
is underneath," said one railway
official at the accident site, promising
a full investigation. Some victims were
treated on a strip of grass beside the
railway line while others were taken to
hospital. Uninjured passengers waited
on a nearby road, some of them
carrying their luggage. The New Year
is a busy period for transport in South
Africa, with railways and roads
carrying passengers returning to work
after the holidays. (AFP)

Tr ump denounces W
olff's
Wolff's
book as 'full of lies'
WASHINGTON, DEC 5 /-/ US President Donald
Trump today dismissed as
"full of lies" a new explosive
book
about
his
administration that has
taken the White House by
storm after his lawyers failed
to block its release.
Trump tweeted that he
gave author Michael Wolff
"zero access" to the White
House for his book, "Fire and
Fury: Inside the Trump
White House", which is set to
be released today. "I
authorised Zero access to
White House (actually
turned him down many
times) for author of phony
book! I never spoke to him for
book.
Full
of
lies,
misrepresentations and
sources that don't exist,"
Trump tweeted. "Look at this
guy s past and watch what
happens to him and Sloppy
Steve!" Trump wrote,
apparently referring to his

former chief strategist Steve
Bannon, who is quoted
extensively in the book. The
book which is sending shock
waves to the Tr ump
administration is releasing
today, two days ahead of the
schedule after Trump s
lawyers made a move to stop
its release. American
journalist and author Wolff
tweeted: Here we go. You can
buy it (and read it) tomorrow.
Thank you, Mr President.
The book, which is highly
critical of Trump and his
family, claims that president
was "befuddled" by his
election win, did not enjoy
his inauguration and was
scared of the White House.
Wolff says his work is based
on more than 200 interviews
and that he took up
"something like a semipermanent seat on a couch in
the West Wing" following the
president's inauguration for
a close-up insight into the

fledgling administration.
Trump s attorney has sent a
cease and desists letter to
former White House Chief
Strategist Bannon for
making liable comments
against the president and the
first family. The White House
has attacked the book, with
press secretary Sarah
Sanders calling it "complete
fantasy" and full of tabloid
gossip. Sanders during her
daily news conference said
that
the
president
absolutely believes in the
First Amendment.
"But the President also
believes in making sure that
information is accurate
before pushing it out as fact
when it certainly and
clearly is not, she said. "There
are numerous mistakes, but
I'm not going to waste my time
or the country's time going
page by page, talking about
a book that's complete
fantasy and just full of

tabloid gossip, because it's
sad, pathetic, and our
administration and our focus
is going to be on moving the
country forward, Sanders
said. Sanders said there are
numerous examples of
falsehoods in the book.
"The fact that there was
a claim that the president did
not know who John Boehner
was is pretty ridiculous
considering the majority of
you have seen photos and,
frankly, some of you have
even tweeted out that the
president not only knows
him but has played golf with
him, tweeted about him, she
told reporters. "I mean, that's
pretty simple and pretty
basic, she asserted.
The White House,
however, refused to respond
to questions related to Trump
s attorney. She took strong
objection to the question that
Tr ump, according to the
book, did not want to win.

N Korea's
ballistic missile
accidentally hits
own city: Report
PYONGYANG, DEC 5 /--/
He may have a nuclear
button on his desk at all
times but North Korean
leader Kim Jong Un may not
have complete control over
his ballistic missiles. One
such missile reportedly hit
one of North Korean cities
minutes after it was
launched. A report in The
Independent quoted US
officials as saying that the
Hwasong-12 ballistic missile
landed in Tokchon - about
150
kilometers
from
Pyongyang - after being
launched on April 28 of last
year. Initially, reports had
suggested
that
the
intermediate-range ballistic
missile
(IRBM)
had
exploded into pieces in midflight but new evidence
suggest that it in fact
crashed into the city of
200,000. It has been reported
that the missile was
launched
from
the
Pukchang airfield and
tr avelled 40 kilometers
before
crashing.
The
Diplomat magazine quoted a
source
in
the
US
intelligence wing as saying
that the missile exploded on
impact
and
caused
extensive
damage
to
industrial
and.or
agricultural
buildings
where it crashed. Because
of the secretive nature of
functioning in North Korea,
many say it is not possible to
completely authenticate the
report but that there is
evidence to show that the
IRBM caused destruction in
a
civilian
area.The
suspected crash would be a
big blow to a country which
is ramping up its arsenal of
missiles and has made
provocative statements
targeting the US. Kim Jong
Un even claimed that he has
a nuclear button on his
desk at all times - prompting
US President Donald Trump
to hit back saying his
nuclear button is bigger. The
flurry of aggressive words
and even more aggressive
posturing from both leaders
is being widely seen as a
threat to world peace.

